
STAL               Passives 2             

The passive = verb to be + the past participle of the main verb 

 Complete the table with the past participles   

 Subject  to be  Past Participle 

Present    Those computers    …………..  (make)    in South Korea. 
Simple     are    made 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

Present              New labs                        …………..                        (build)     on the campus. 
Continuous*  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Past                    The insects                   …………………                    (find)       on olive-trees.  
Simple 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Past                    The conference          …………………                    (hold)       in the auditorium. 
Continuous* 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Present              This article             ………………………               (write)   in English. 
Perfect 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Past                     The students          ……………………….               (tell)      about the dead-line. 
Perfect 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Future                 The research                                                  (do)      in Sicily next year.  
going to 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Future                  The equipment          ……………………            (buy)    by the university. 
will/shall 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

* the passive form: to be + being + past participle

IMPORTANT 

Agent: Bread was made by students. 

Instrument: Bread was made using a special machine. 

Agent and instrument: Bread was made by students using a special machine. 

 (Answers on page 3)





Passives 2 Answers 

Tabella 

Ex 1: Simple present:are made/ Present continuous: are being built  

Simple past: were found/ Past continuous: was being held 

Present perfect: has been written/ Past perfect: had been told  

Future going to: is going to be done/ Future will/shall: will be bought   

Exercise 1: Simple past 

b was invented       c were shown    d were used     e was designed    f was made     g were sold     

h were replaced    i  was written    j   were introduced 

 

Ex 2: How a toy car is made 

b Then this computer program is fed into a  machine and a plastic protype is produced. 

c The actual toy cars are made in a factory abroad. 

d The bodies of the cars are made from plastic. 

e  mall electric motors are added to the cars and then they are painted. 

   Licence plates are also attached. 

f  At the next stage, the cars are inspected by quality control inspectors and then they are wrapped and  

   packed into cardboard boxes. 

g  Finally, the cars are shipped to Britain. 
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